
 

 

 

 
Abstract

The recomposition of Mexican political elites during the 1980s overlaps with the transformation of a development model that shifted

fro m a basically protectionist and nationalistic model to a neo - liberal and open - oriented one. Such a switch has implied far -

reaching changes in the social practices of political elites. Based on a record that contains each high - rank official during the 1988

- 2014 period, the mechanisms having established a transnational power network crossing from one presidential term to the next

are reviewed, as well as those factors that favored the organization of a power field increasingly focused on the border between th

e national, regional and global spaces. Some of those mechanisms include the international historical context; the creation of

working teams with a basically neo - liberal worldview; the trajectories of the high - rank officers; the reforms that have been driv

en; the fluent transit among public and private positions, and the highly varied relationships established between this group of

officials and transnational actors and organizations. It is concluded that the elites’ new social practices do not only hamper and

challenge the creation of public goods and autonomous structures with the capacity of planning according to the general interest,

but they also encourage institutional depredation.
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